The statistical assessment of the empirical comparison of algorithms is an essential step in heuristic optimization. Classically, researchers have relied on the use of statistical tests. However, recently, concerns about their use have arisen and, in many fields, other (Bayesian) alternatives are being considered. For a proper analysis, different aspects should be considered. In this work we focus on the question: what is the probability of a given algorithm being the best? To tackle this question, we propose a Bayesian analysis based on the Plackett-Luce model over rankings that allows several algorithms to be considered at the same time.
MOTIVATION
One of the most important research tasks in heuristic optimization is comparing the performance of different algorithms in solving the problem of interest. In academic papers where new algorithms are proposed, a proper comparison with state-of-the-art methods is absolutely mandatory. In real-life problems, the need to determine the most suitable algorithm (and set of parameters) renders the comparison equally critical.
Testing the algorithms in all the possible instances of a problem is certainly unfeasible and, thus, experimental comparisons typically involve running the algorithms for a subset of those instances. As Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). GECCO '18 Companion, July 15-19, 2018, Kyoto, Japan © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-5764-7/18/07. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10.1145/3205651.3205658 a result, we have some empirical data -a sample of the algorithms' performance in that problem-to draw conclusions about their behavior.
The process usually includes two steps. First, the average results are displayed, paying attention to the variability of the results. This can be easily achieved using, for instance, simple boxplots. Although such representations can be enough to draw conclusions, usually some kind of statistical inference is used in a second stage.
Quite often, null hypothesis statistical tests (NHST) are used for the inference. When applied to the comparison of algorithms, NHST focus on testing the hypothesis of both algorithms being 'equal', i.e., having identical average performance. To that end, the observed performances are used to compute a statistic and, then, the so-called p-value is estimated. Then (after the due p-value corrections for multiple testing), the algorithms are declared different if and only if the (corrected) p-value is below the generally accepted threshold of 0.05 (0.01 if one wants to be more restrictive).
This practice is surrounded by controversy and its use (in certain situations) has been long criticized [4] . The main point in this long-lasting controversy has to do with the lack of interpretability of the produced results (the so-called p-values). Indeed, NHST are quite easy to apply, but far too often the produced results are misinterpreted in scientific studies [6] .
The concern about the use of NHST has been growing in the last few years. A recent example of this concern is the statement about p-values published by the American Statistical Association (ASA) [8] . To briefly illustrate the main drawbacks of using NHST for the comparison of algorithms, consider these 1 :
• From a probabilistic point of view, the p-value is computed assuming that the null hypothesis (i.e., that the average behavior of both algorithms is identical) is true. However, no matter how small is the difference, this hypothesis is hardly true and, thus, the p-value is a probability computed under a false assumption.
• The p-value is usually (sometimes unconsciously) assumed to be a proxy of the magnitude of the true difference (i.e., the difference of the average performance of both algorithms when applied to all the instances). Therefore, if the p-value is very small, we assume that the differences are big. However, the p-value is not only affected by the magnitude of the difference, it is also affected by the sample size and, thus, with big enough samples we can get a p-value as small as needed, no matter how small the average difference is.
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• 2 . In terms of interpreting the p-value, they are (in this context) quite limited, as the p-value represents the frequency of incorrectly affirming that two algorithms are different when they are actually not (something that, most of the times, is false).
As their use for proper inference in this type of context is limited, in different fields researchers are moving from the classical NHST-based analyses to other alternatives. In the particular case of algorithm comparison, a recent publication in JMLR [1] proposes shifting the analysis from the frequentist to the Bayesian approach. It is worth noting that one of the authors of the paper is Janez Demsâr, one of the main references in the use of NHST for the comparison of multiple classifiers.
Bayesian analysis is not the only way to do inference and, certainly, even in Bayesian statistics there are different approaches (hypothesis testing included). In fact, instead of relying on a single methodology, more robust analysis would be obtained if different tools are used to assess the different aspects of the comparison.
With that aim, in this work we propose a Bayesian approach based the the Plackett-Luce (PL) model [7] to answer a simple question: How likely is an algorithm the best to solve a problem? In particular, we will focus on the question from a ranking point of view, i.e., without considering the magnitude of the differences. Nonetheless, the magnitude is also very relevant and, to assess that aspect, there are other proposals (see, for instance, [1, 3] ) and tools such as visualization methods (e.g., boxplots).
There are a number of Bayesian methods proposed to analyze data coming from the comparison of algorithms. However, as far as we know, all of them focus on the pairwise comparison of algorithms. Despite the great relevance of these methods, they are not enough to have a simple answer to the big question we usually want to answer: How likely is my proposal to be the best algorithm to solve a problem?
PLACKETT-LUCE BAYESIAN MODEL
There are many probabilistic models defined for the space of rankings (permutations). Among them there is one, the PL model [7] , that has one interesting property: the (normalized) parameters of the model directly represent the marginal probability of an algorithm 3 .
In this work we propose using the PL model with a Dirichlet prior, that is:
where α are the hyper-parameters of the prior distribution. The above equation cannot be analytically solved, but the posterior distribution of weights can be easily sampled using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [5] . When applied to the ranking data derived from the comparison we obtain an approximation of the posterior distribution of weights that can be used to answer different questions.
The weight associated to a given algorithm can be interpreted as its probability of being the best. Therefore, for the most simple analysis we can pay attention to the sample of each weight individually, which represents the distribution of the probability of the algorithm being the best.
As a way of illustrating the use of the method we have applied it to an existing comparison of algorithms [2] where the original analysis was conducted using the classical NHST approach 4 .
CONCLUSIONS
Both the originally used NHST approach and our proposed method are based on rankings and, as such, the conclusions drawn by both analysis are similar. However, there is big difference in the interpretation of the results. In the case of NHST we have the average ranking and, for each pair of algorithms, we say whether there are significant differences or not. Conversely, in the case of the Bayesian analysis we can estimate the expected probability of a given algorithm (or subset of them) being the best. Moreover, having the posterior distribution of weights allows us not only to get the expected probabilities but also the uncertainty about their estimation (e.g., getting the interquartile rage). To sum up, the Bayesian inference approach allows us to make more precise statements.
